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ASH Election Commentary
By Doug Elliott
Well, it's ASH election time
again, and soon the walls will be
littered with posters, and the air
will be thick with rhetoric about
the need for "better couununication ll - and with the yawns of an indifferent
student body.
This apathetic response is hanly surprising. ｄｵｲｩｮｾ｜＠
the pas t year,
ASH officers have--to put it charitably--maintained a low profile. Moreover, busy law students are justifiably suspicious of the motivations of
those of their colleagues. who desire
to take on a major responsibility
which offers few tangible rewards
other than the filling of space on
one's resume.
Nonetheless, I hope you're still
reading this, because I believe that
there are some critical needs of Hastings students that ASH is capable of
meeting, provided that dedicated and
imaginative persons can be elected to
office. My purpose is not to endorse
any candidate. As of this writing, I
do not yet know anything about any of
the candidqtes or their platforms.
My sole purpose is to provide information and perspective; to acquaint
both the candidates and the electorate with what are in my estimation
some of the major problems that ASH
need address itself to. Here they
are:
Couununication. Since everybody
talks about-it and nobody does anything, this seems like a good place
to begin. Beware of too much rhetoric on this subject, for couununication is not an end itself, but rather
a necessary precondition for democratic action. With that caveat, however, it must be acknowledged that
ASH has not been effectively couununieating with the student body, and has
as a result been operating in a vacuum.
A couple of simple things could
be done to greatly improve the situation. First, all ASH officers, and
particularly the president and treasurer should maintain re ular office
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hours. During the past year I have
spent many hours in the Law News office, anJ I have never once seen anyone in the adjoining ASH office.
Ideally the office should be open, occupied and functioning at least 20-30
hours per week, and this could easily
Continued on p. 14

New Hastings
Campus?
by Greg Fox and Jim Robert?
Recently, a bill was ｩｮｴｲｯｾｵ｣･､＠
in the legislature by San Diego Assemblyman Larry Kapiloff calling for
state acquisition of Cal Western Law
School in San Diego to be operated
as a second campus of Hastings College of the Law. For those of you
who were unaware of this proposal to
expand our school this article is intended to explain the political forces behind this move and hopefully
to encourage student discussion of
what could be a momentous change for
Hastings.
The present assembly bill is the
culmination of 14 years of unsuccessful efforts by the UC and the legislature to deal with the need for more
public supported law schools in California. Back in 1961 a special UC
couunittee appointed by Clark Kerr
recouunended that two new public law
schools be created: one at Davis and
the other in Southern California
(site not designated). The Davis Law
School is now operational but Southern California has never received a
new law school. At present there are
three UC law schools in Northern California and only one in Southern.California even though about two-th1rds
of the state's population is in the
south.
It was not until 1970 that Hastings was specifically linked to the
drive for a new Southern California
public law school. In that year an
Assembly resolution called for a
study to be made as to the feasibility of a second Hastings campus ｾｮ､＠
San Diego was proposed as the s1te,
because at that time it had surpassed
San Francisco as the second most populous city in the state and had no
ublic law school.
p
In 1972 a bill was finally
passed by both houses of the legiSlature to establish a Hastings campus in San Diego, but Gov. Reagan
Continued on p. 15

Assistant Professor Bunyan

Professor Bunyan
Sacramento Bound
Assistant Professor Bunyan, has
taken a leave of absence to become
the Chief Counsel to California Secretary of State March Fong Eu, it was
announced recently.
"Ms. Bunyan, because of her work
with corporate and securities law,
will bring to her new job valuable
experience and innovation to meet the
needs of the state," Ms. Eu said in
making the appointment. "I am pleased
she has accepted my offer to act as
my chief attorney and legal representative."
Though Professor Bunyan assumed
her new position on March 20, she
will finish her teaching semester at
Hastings. As Chief Counsel to the
Secretary she and her staff of attorneys, assistants and interns will
oversee the Secretary's responsibilities in such areas as elections, corporations and U.C.C. She has been a
member of the Hastings Couununity for
four years and has taught corporate
law , securities regulation, sentencing, corrections and post convict10n
remedies, prison law, and evidence.

.
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KELSO PLAN EXPLAINED

On Friday, April 11 at 11':'30 in Classroom B, Ron Ludwig, an attorney with
Louis O. Kelso, Inc., will speak on
the mechanics of corporate finance
utilizing employee stock ownership
plan techniques. (See "Kelso vs.
Keynesian Kings," page 5.) This new
technique of corporate finance was
the subject of a recent CBS program
"60 Minutes" (March 23). The Kelso
Plan is being praised as a method of
finance well-suited for rejuvenating
the economy and for solving a myriad
of corporate financing l;roblems.
The plan is particularly relevant
to anyone interested in Labor Law,
Corporations, Tax or related fields.
Mr. Ludwig was formerly an adjunct
faculty member of the Georgetown University Law Center and has previously
served in the Pension Trust Branch of
the National Office of the Internal
Revenue Service.
PROSPECTS FOR EMPLOYMENT
OF WOMEN IN THE LAW

---------

On Friday, April 11, there will
be a panel on Prospects for Employ-'
ment of Women in the Law. Local attorneys will talk on practices and
policies, both past and present, that
their firms follow in employing women
lawyers.
The panel will be held in Room A
at 11:30 a.m.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
The Environmental Law Society
presents the last of the 1a:e great
lecture series, a presentatlon on
Suisun Marsh, a huge and ｶｩｲｴｵ｡Ｑｾｹ＠
unknown natural resource, which lS
the subject of recent protective
legislation. Jeff Blanchfield of
BCDC, 12:30, Thursday April 10, in
Room F.
ABORTION ALERT
Senators James Buckley, Helms
(R-N. Car.) and Bartlett (R-Ok1a.)
have tacked on an amendment to S-66
(Health Services and Nurses Training
Bill) which reads: "No funds authorized under this Act or any other Act
may be used in any manner directly
or indirectly to pay for or encourage
the performance of an abortion, except in the case where an abortion is
necessary to preserve the life of the
mother."
This would cut off access to a
decent legal abortion to millions of
women. Because it was added on late,
the amendment comes to the floor
without benefit of Committee analysis
and debate. It is scheduled for a
vote the week of April 7th. - - Letters and phone calls to Senators Tunney and Cranston are essen- '
tia1. This will be the first important CongreSSional vote on abortion
since the Supreme Court decision, and
the Congress must know that the socalled "Pro-lifers" are a minority
(however well-funded and well organized). Besides writing them at the
U.S. Senate Office Building, it is
also helpful to call their local
offices: Tunney - 556-8440; Cranston - 556-4000; both are located
in 480 ｇｯｬｾ｣ｮ＠
Gate, S.F.

MAY GRADUATES
A preliminary roster of students
who are candidates for graduation in
May is posted in Room Ill. Candidates are encouraged to review this
roster for any necessary corrections,
additions, deletions prior to an order of diplomas.
HASTINGS VIDEOTAPE LIBRARY
The relocated Hastings Videotape
Library has been in operation since
September when the Prosser AudioVisual Center, which originally
housed this videotape collection,
was combined with the Hastings Television Office. Both are now operating in Room 219 at 305 Golden Gate
Avenue. The Viewing Room contains
two monitors and seating capacity
for ten. Arrangements can be made
to view a tape any weekday between
8:30 A.M. and 4:45 P.M. by contacting Ms. Beverly Brown in Room 219 or
calling 557-3846. Advance scheduling
will be appreciated and, depending
upon already scheauled viewings, may
be required.
At this time the library collection is divided into four sections:
1) All lectures, panels and demonstrations taped at Hastings' annual
College of Advocacy since 1971. These
tapes provide over 200 hours of instruction on civil trial advocacy 1
2) Five hours of CEB (Continuing
Education of the Bar) programming;
3) Nine program hours produced
at Hastings;
_
4) Videotapes not specifically
law-related which include three onehour tapes reporting television coverage of the events leading up to and
including ex-President Nixon's resignation speech.
Listings of these tapes are
available in the Video Production
Office, where a collection of articles and pamphlets on the use of videotape in the courtroom and the
classroom is also maintained.
Your use of this new videotape
operation at Hastings is encouraged,
and any suggestions on how the Videotape Library can further enhance regular course work will be welcomed.
CAL-VETS
Bona-fide residents of ｃ｡ｬｩｦｯｲｮｾ＠
before going on active duty who have
exhausted their GI Bill Benefits may
be eligible for California ･､ｵ｣｡ｴｩｯｮｾ＠
benefits. See bulletin boards for
details.
CODE COPIES
If you cannot find the volume of
the California Code that you need in
the (a) Small Reading Room, (b) Main
Reading Room, or (c) Mezzanine, ask
for it at the Loan Desk. There are
three copies of the annotated codes,
and several copies of the Bender ｓｴ｡ｾ＠
dard California Codes and the Ban｣ｲｯｦｴＭｾｖｨｩｮ･ｹ＠
California Civil Practice and Penal Codes. The last two
sets contain the Civil Code, the Civil Procedure Code, the Evidence Code,.
the Probate Code, and the Penal Code.
The Bender service also contains
Rules of the Court, and the BancroftWhitney Penal Code contains penal
provisions in other codes.
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ELECTIONS
Elections for A.S.H. executive Offices will be
held Tuesday & Wednesday,
April 8 & 9. Polling will
be conducted in the Hyde
Street Lobby from 8:304:30. Statements of Presidential candidates Ames,
Rockwood and Wilson appear
on pages 8 & 9. Candidate
Stepp's statement did not
reach the Law News office
in time for inclusion in
this issue.

Elections for A.S.H. representatives and Senior Class president
will be held within the next two
weeks.
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RIGHT TO DIE

By Laurence H. Eldredge
Ｈｾｯｦ･ｳｲ＠

at Hastings; Former Lecturer on ｾ､ｩ｣｡ｬ＠
Jurisprudence, at
Univ. of Penn. ｾ､ｩ｣｡ｬ＠
School; Former
President of Episcopal Hospital in
ｾｩ･ｬｰｨ｡ＮＩ＠
Reprinted from 46
Pa. Bar Assn. Quarterly (March, '75)
One night in the fall of 1924
when I was a first year law student
and also a reporter for the Philadelphia Public Ledger, the city editor
assigned me to cover a three alarm
fire in a large stable in south Philadelphia. As I passed through the
police lines I could hear the screams
of the burning horses. It was not a
pleasant sound, and, after half a
century, I can still hear it. Later
that night I watched S.P.C.A. agents
move into the smoking stable, place
large muzzles of special pistols on
the horses' heads, pull the trigger
and put them out of their misery.
The screams stopped. It was a merciful and humane act.
But if the agent had placed the
muzzle against the head of a screaming stable boy who was dying of his
burns, and pulled the trigger people
would have denounced it as "murder."
It doesn't make sense.
The problem has been brought into sharp focus again by DI. George B.
Mair's statements from Scotland in
which he courageously reports his
history of "mercy killings" of patients.
In the United States, in recent
years, some courts have recognized
that a person has a "right to die,"
at least to the extent of a right to
refuse medical care which is essentiru
to preserve and prolong life. I deal
with cases of competent adults who
understand the facts and are able to

make judgment decisions. Cases of
comatose or mentally deficient adults
and of young children involve different problems and are not within the
scope of this article.
The first reported case arose in
1962 when a Nassau County, New York,
hospital superintendent asked Supreme
Court Judge Bernard S. Meyer, Jr., to
Sign an order authorizing the hospital to administer a blood transfusion
to a competent adult who had agreed
to an operation to correct upper gastrointestinal bleeding but refused to
have a blood transfusion. The medical judgment was that the patient
would have little opportunity to recover without the blood. Judge Meyer
refused to sign the order and said,
"it is the individuaL .. who has the
final say and this must necessarily
be so in a system of government which
gives the greatest possible protection to the individual in the furtherance of his own desires."l Judge
Meyer rejected the argument that suicide is a crime in New York and the
patient's decision "is just about the
taking of his own life."
There is no reference in this
opinion to any religious objections
to the transfusion and the decision
was not based on any constitutional
ground of freedom of religion.
Most of the cases involve Jehovah's Witnesses. One of their fundamental religious beliefs is that God
has prohibited blood transfusions and
that a person who receives a blood
transfusion is eternally damned. In
1964, Mr. Jones brought his 25 year
old wife to Georgetown University
Hospital for emergency care. She had
lost two-thirds of her blood supply
from a ruptured ulcer. They were
both dedicated Jehovah's Witnesses

and they refused permission for blood
transfusions. A United States District Court Judge denied the hospital's request for an order authorizing transfusions to save Mrs. Jones'
life. The hospital lawyer then visited Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright in
his chambers. He went to the hospital and that afternoon signed an order in the hospital allowing "such
transfusions as the doctors should
determine were necessary to save her
life."2 The transfusions were given
but subsequently the other eight
judges of the U.S. Court of Appeals
were sharply divided concerning the
propriety of this bedside order. 3
The following year a Federal
District Court Judge in Connecticut
signed an order in a hospital late at
night authorizing blood transfusions
to save the life of a Jehovah's Witness who needed five pints of blood. 4
He told Judge Robert C. Zampano
that he would rather die than agree
to a transfusion but if the court
made an order "it would be the court's
will and not his own."
In the same year (1965) the
Supreme Court of Illinois unanimously
held that it was a violation of a
Jehovah's Witness' basic ｣ｯｮｳｴｩｵｾ＠
al rights under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to compel her to
accept blood transfusions. The Supreme Court said "No overt or affirmative act of [the patient and her
husband] offers any clear and present
danger to society--we have only a
governmental agency compelling conduct offensive to [the patient's]
religious principles .•.. We may not
permit interference therewith ... in
the waning hours of her life for the
sole purpose of compelling her to
Continued on p. 14

National Conference on Women and the Law
by Diane Wilson
More than 1500 attorneys, law
students and legal workers gathered
on the Stanford University campus
March 21-23 for the Sixth National
Conference on Women and the Law.
Sponsored by the Women of Stanford
Law and the California Commission on
the Status of Women, the conference
drew participants from across the
country, as well as from all local
law schools, and provided a forum for
discussion of what it is like to be
a woman engaged in the study and/or
practice of law and how that law
affects all women in every aspect of
their lives.
The conference got under way on
Friday night with a keynote address
by Ruth Bader Ginsburg of Columbia
University Law School. In addition
to ｴ･｡｣ｾｩｮｧＬ＠
Ginsburg has been on
the briefs or argued nearly every
sex discrimination case before the
Supreme Court since Frontiero v.
Richardson in 1973. and has co-authored a new text/ ｣｡ｳＬｾ｢ｯｫ＠
on sex discrimination. She participated in
workshops on Saturday as well, on
women and welfare and constitutional
litigation.
Over 50 workshops were presented,
on subjects ranging from employment
discrimination to health, Both overViews, covering broad topics, and
technicals, covering specific aspects
f each topic, were offered, usually
panels composed of attorneys, prossors. and students. ａｭｯｮｾ＠
those

involved as resource persons for the
workshop were Hastings' own Judy Pais,
Marsha Rosen, Marilyn Haller and Prof.
Leo Kanowitz.
I was able to go down to Stanford only on Saturday for the full
day of workshops, so my view of the
conference is necessarily limited,
but I was impressed and ｭｯｶｾ､＠
by what
I saw and heard. To give an idea of
the wide variety of topics open to
us, I attended workshops on Married
Women and Credit, Reproductive Freedom, .Alternative Law Practice and
Constitutional Law. Recent developments in each of these areas were
discussed and, as much as was ｰｲ｡｣ｴｩｾ＠
cal, each subject was approached from

an "action" point of view: what can
we do, what weapons are available,
how will the courts respond. These
were honest assessments, and while
the picture remains bleak in some
areas, it was gratifying to learn
that we are at least developing workable strategies for dealing with discrimination and its attendant problems.
The value of this conference for
me, and I think for other Hastings
women, lies in the fact that these
subjects have not been available for
study at Hastings to any great degree.
It is unsettling to realize that here
even our resident expert on Women and
the Law is male. Having seen the
depth and breadth of the talent among
the women at the conference, I am,
shall we say, skeptical of the argument that capable female instructors
cannot be found. I am left with the
feeling that it depends on who's looking.
I regret that more was not done
by the Hastings Women's Union to encourage attendance at the conference,
especially in light of the fact that
it will next year be held on the East
Coast and will therefore be inaccessible to most of us. It seems to me
that we must take the responsibility
for educating ourselves and to discover some use and purpose for the
nonsense of law. One way to do that
is through conferences, such as the
one at Stanford, with women who are
already involved.
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ICHOSf
ACORPORATiOn
RATHfR THAn A
LAW fiRm
84 Douglas Stanton
In coday's job market. coo many law school graduates
have only one choice co make : the choice between the
onc job he or she has managed co find. and no Job at all.
Fortunately. I had a more meaningful choicc. I was
offered both an associate position in a medium-sIze
PIttsburgh law firm (12 partners. 4 assocIates) and a
posmon as staff attorney for a medium-size Pittsburgh
corporatIon (310 employees. assets in excess of $80
mtllion).
I had no difficulty making my decision. Let me tell
you why.
,HONE}, The offer I received from the law firm was
$1.000 per month plus an unspecified bonus. Fringe
benefits would have been individual Blue Cross/Blue
ShIeld and major medical coverage. a $30.000 group
insurance policy. salary continuation insurance. and
membership in an HR-I0 retirement program in three
years.
The corporation offer was much better: start ing
salary. $13.500. '7ringe benefits are roughly the same as
the law firm ·s. only more generous.
Altman & Well. Inc .• management consultants. found
that the median starti ng salary offered by law firms CO
1974 law school graduates was $14.500. Another Alt-'
man & Wei l study found in November 1973 that the
most common starting rate for non-managerial corporate
attorneys was $14.000 co $15.000 .
When fringe benefits a nd salary are considered together. starting corporate attorneys are probably somew hat
ahead of comparable associate5.
TIME II T WaR K. Let's face it. Practici ng law is
boring. Perry Mason enjoyed his job; but Perry Masontype cases just don't exist any more. if they ever did.
Owe n Marshall looked like he was havins fu n ; but the
kind of case Owen ha nd led each week may occur on ly
once in an average lawyer's lifetime. Warren Burger
prohahly enjoys his wor k; but the average lawye r 's

Administration
and People in
Greed: Resolved
- Adam SmythAfter n e arly three months of
n egotiating, lobbying, and hot air,
climaxed b y a 93 % vote in favour of
a student-run book exchange, the
hardcore capitalists of People in
Greed (PIG) and their advisors achieved their "public interest" objective at a meeting with Deans Anderson and Riegger on Friday the 21st
of March.
Followi ng the re-appearance of
the traditional commercial and noncomme rcial activities in the Hyde
Street Lobby and e lsewhere during
late February and early March, the
chief remaining goal among the clov e n-hoofed band was the instit ution
of a used book exchange.
.
The terms of the agreement
reached with the Deans call for the
Administration to permit the operation of a book exchange during the
first week of c lasses in the Fall
Semester on the s econd floor me z zanine , a dimly lit, quiet backwater,
heretofore chiefly known for its
uncrowde d bathrooms, where rumor has
it John Hull goes to turn-on between
rapacious capitalistic forays and
during exams. The agreement also
calls for all costs and profits to
be limited to 10% of the total volume
of the book exchange, and for its
manager to bear all risks and report
the outcome of the week's transactions.
Dean Anderson emphasized to this

chance of ever being In such a dramallc and satisfying
position IS so sltm as to he non eXIstent
Lawyers earn above-average salanes not because theIr
work IS difficult or cruc ial to socIety. but because
socIety learned long ago that. III order to get a man to
spend eIght hours or more per day t hlllking abo ut wms.
dem urrers. comp laints. and judgme nts. th at ma n wo uld
have to be well compensated.
When I interviewed for the associate position at the
law firm. it was clear that I would be working 60 to 70
hou rs per week. (Capsul e ｩｮｴ･ｲｶ
ｾ＠ com me nts: "We
work hard arou nd here." "You wr i e for a hobby? I
don't know how you do it. When I b home at night I
don't have eno ugh energy to do anyt hing except watch
television. ") As an assoc iate. I wo ul d have worked many
evenings. a nd most Saturday mornings r
On the other hand. III my initial interview WIth the
corporation I was to ld. "Office hou rs are from 8 to 5."
In the dozens of in terviews I had wit h large. mediu m. and

197

vt"rdict r..-Iylng t"ntlrt'ly IJIl tht" teslimony of wilnesK';j
'1 her... ·s often a typing IJack lhg as IOllg as the Jines at gaa
stations last h:bruary_ App"intments are made. then
forgotten or ｭｩｾｳ･､Ｎ＠
In contrast ( and Ignonng the lnonop"IisliC ｾｩ｡ｮｴＵＩＮ＠
if
there IS one thing a corporation succeeds at. It II
organ llatlon. Sure. there arc ｩｮ･ｦｴｬＢｾｃｳＮ＠
Hut busmeHmen are used to managing. 'I he} have to make a prhflt.
Lawyers, even highly successful ones. often seem to run
theIr practices In a perpetual turmotl "f "things to ｾ＠
do ne last week."
In the corporation I work for. records are there wh
I call for them. and typing gets done when It'S needed
Emerge ncies are the exceptIOn. not the ru le.
BOSShS A new corporalion lawyer and a new
associate both have bosses. There's no more perso nal
freedom In either Job. A partner in a law firm or a sole
praCtitIOner has no boss. per se. But IS there any:
d ifference between an important client who pays a
SIzeable retainer a nd a boss who pays a salary'
Everyone has a boss. It's JUSt that some are called
employers a nd some are call ed customers.
AMENI TI ES. It's pOSSIble to place too much emp
SIS on thIS sort of thmg. But I like the fact
corporations have money to spend on modern
furniture and equipment. paintings. carpeting. and oth
wise pleasant surroundings. I don't like the fact th
furnI tu re in t he lobby of a lot of law offices looks hke
was purchased at a fire sale. and that the paneltng on
office wa lls resemb les cardboard more than wood.
I like the Idea that money. to a corporation. has
individual identity. If an expense is incurred. it's a part
of doing business. It's tax deductible. The
own th e corporation. not the office rs. I do n 't like the idea that law firm money is
as the personal property of the partners. A $
ty pewrite r is viewed no t as an expense but as $300
came out of partn ers' pockets. (The fi rm where I
t he summer refused to reimbu rse employees tor
ex penses. even though t he office was 10 miles fro m
court house. and there were several hearings per week
atte nd in several counties.)
SUMMA TI ON: Sure. there's a lot mo re nonse nsical
effl uvia floating aro und in corporations than III law
firm s: Co rpo rate po licy ma nuals. Board meet ings.
po litics. Perso nnel departm e nts. Purchasi ng depa rtments.
Corporate objectives a nd plans. Memos. T he office
pic nic.
But right now I'm glad I d eci ded to work fo r a
cor po ratio n.
'lI

small law firms in several cines. the term "office hours"
was never once mentioned. Law firms just don't have
office hours!
Corporate officers are much more reali st ic about
what a man enjoys doing with hIS life. They faced up
long ago to the fact that work is boring. They want to
get out of the office once in a whi le. and they don't
expect corporate lawyers to be any different.
Ignoring the fact that I wo u ld have bee n earn ing
much less per hOllr as an associate. one of the main
reasons I chose a corporate job was the opportunity to
spend my life doing something in addit io n to practici ng
law.
TRII VEL Business trave l is n 't eve ryone's Idea of
fun. But if It is. there's little chance of trave l with a law
firm. The corporate lawyer is mu ch more apt to get o ut
of the office. A fr ien.d of mine who we nt to wor k fo r
u.S. Steel o ut of law school spent two weeks in
Germany before his bar exam resul ts were back. I started
work o n J uly 1. 197 4 . In August I spent t hree days at a
Wes t Virgini a coun t ry clu b. two days in t he Poco nos. In
Septe m ber I had a week in De nver. In November my
wife a nd I were guests of t he corporation in Will iamsbu rg. Virginia.
Business travel get s o ld after awhile. But until it does.
I'm having fun .
MIINIIGEMENT: I spent a sum mer clerki ng in a
tremendo usly success(ul small law f irm (fo ur partn ers
had rece nt ly shared a $1.2 millio n settlemer.c).
T hi ngs may be a littl e differe nt in larger firms. bu t it's
been my exper ience that law fi rms are managed abo ut as
we ll as a m ili tary base or the Pen n-Central Rai lroad.
Files are pe rpe tu all y lost o r m isp laced . (A part ner in a Do uglas S tanton . a 1974 g raduate of the UniverSIty of
major Pittsb urgh fi rm to ld me he once lost th e ent ire Pittsburgh School of Law. is house counsel fo r a
Pittsburgh corporation and a f ree lance w riter.
record of a sizea ble case; he roceedecl

r eporter that his acquie sce nce was
based on the premise that the used
book exchange be operated chiefly as
a service to the student body, and
that he felt that the profits, if ｡ｮｾ＠
would be a reasonable compe nsation
for the time and skill of its mercenary merchant manager and his sloven1y crew.
Your reporter also braved the
Tenderloin's transvestites, sloe-eyed
street walkers (plain - $10, fancy $20), and aged teenage alcoholics and
took a combination elevator/urinal to
a 6th floor penthouse on Eddy Street
to interview Jack (Silver Tongue) Davis and John (This is a Stickup) ｈｵＱｾ＠
who were attired in natty three-piece
vested interests.
As the Richard Nixon and John
Mitchell of student capitalism rec1ined on bean bag chairs ｲｾｰｵｴ･､Ｑｹ＠
filled with old money, Confederate
currency, and empty Schlitz cans,
they outlined their plans for the ｆ｡Ｑ｝ｲＭｾＺ］［ｊ＠
offensive between puffs on a hookah.
Their battle plan calls for a
barrage of advertising during Registration week, followed by the opening
of the book exchange on Monday, the
first day of classes. Used books,
used outlines (including Hull's inferior but pretty "C1assnotes" series)
and other materials will be accepted
during the· week and sold at the seller's asking price (for a 10% commission). The Exchange will close its
doors on Friday and the distribution
of the money and \msold books will
occur on the second Monday of the
first week of classes. This year's
seniors and everyone else are encouraged to bring their old books and
stuff to the second floor mezzanine
on· the first Monday of classes this
Fall.

The boys emphasized ｴｨｾ＠
the
book exchange would have to be successfu1 and reasonably trouble-free
if the Administration is to permit
such ｾ｣ｴｩｶ･ｳ＠
in future years.
Puffing a wisp of smoke from the
barrel of his Colt .45 and taking a
long pull on his mint julep, Jack
expressed his appreciation and gratitude for all the interest and support
shown b y the students, faculty, and
staff at Hastings on behalf of free
enterprise, motherhood, and John
Hull's rapacious conduct.
John (a suspected violator of
the school dress code) issued a call
for ene or two able-bodied and id1ebrained students to assist in the
operation of the book exchange for a
share of the proceeds. He said he
was hoping a first year student might
apply for the position with an eye
toward taking over the monopoly if
John ever graduates.
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Kelso VS. Keynesian Kings

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOU

-

IMPROVE THE LEARNING PROCESS
BUILD CONCENTRATION
INCREASE RETENJ'ION SPAN
IMPROVE MEMORY

by Jeff Gates

Economics has often been aptly
economy, this entails that investment
labeled 'the dismal science; t perhaps
tax incentives be provided to induce
the most dismal aspect of the current
capital formation. The ideal inducesituation is the unimaginative, unrement ｷｯｾｬ､＠
allow this tax relief only
(Sped..... _ in .....t coatrolsponsive, text-bookish advice being
if the ｾｮｶ･ｳｴｭ＠
resulted in capital
IIDOIdDa. ......t,
offered by most economists.
ownership by employees.
Rather than utilizing selective
The Pension Reform Act of 1974 en10 ARRANGE FOR A FREE
techniques, we
courages the attainment of both these
continue to employ
CONSULTATION wrraour OBUGATION
objectives through the use of employee
a simplistic set
stock ownership plans (popularly reCALL 861-3552
of econometric eferred to as "ESOP" financing or the
UNDER
QUALIFIED
Ph.D. SUPERVISION
quations that em"Kelso Plan," aLter noted San Francisphasizes the ｳｴｩｭｾ＠
PRIVATE
CONFIDENTIAL
SESSIONS,
co lawyer/economist Louis O. Kelso whc
ulation of demand
MONDAY - SAnJRDAY, 8 AM - 9 PM
has been instrumental in popularizato promote higher
tion of the plan's use).
employment, along
By establishment of a trust for
with various ratthe exclusive benefit of employees,
ionalizations inthe corporation can utilize the trust
tended to prove
as a conduit for loans. The lender
ment in a political atmosphere that is
that inflation is
makes the loan to the trust (guaranopenly hostile to private enterprise
no longer a probteed by the corporation). The trust
and profit. Further, due to the tax
loans the money to the corporation in
lem. For the most part this emphasis
cut
(to generally 'stimulate demand'
return for corporate stock issued to
on general theory ignores the detail
and increase employment), the Treasthe trust in the names of individual
of intricate structural interlocks
ury will likely have to raise $41 bilthat determine how the individual act- employees. The corporation pays both
lion in the first half of 1975. This
the
interest
and
the
principal
back
to
ually experiences his participation
could well damage the market's ability
the trust in pre-tax dollars and the
in the economy.
to supply the needs of other borrowers
Employment that does not represent trust pays the money to the bank. As
and may crowd out some corporations by
the
loan
is
paid
off,
the
stock
acan opportunity for the individual to
keeping them from getting the funds
crues to individual employee accounts
participate in the productive process
they need, thereby exacerbating both
and
the
dividends
paid
thereon
provide
is not true employment but, instead,
the
demand and the employment situaa second source of income to the emrepresents welfare: the creation of a
tion.
ployee.
job so as to allow the person to 'leIt seems that most of our economic
The lender is better able to exgitimate' his income. Rather than
problems stem from prior "solutions;"
tend credit because it is paid in pre- this seems particularly true of solu"pay without productive work," an
anathema to the work ethic, we provide tax dollars; the pre-tax pay back
tions stemming from the application
means that the corporation needs to
nonproductive work with pay.
of general Keynesian techniques. AlAnother favorite method of legiti- generate less revenue to amortize the
though we think in generalities, the
izing such income is the highly-tout- loan. An ESOP gives the corporation
Keynesians seem to forget that we live
ed statistical illusion of the "rising access to irexpensive capital: a trein detail and, thus, that solutions
mendous inducement to expand producroductivity of labor." That is, in
must be selectively radical in the
tive capacity (and thereby provide
rder to justify higher wages we atsense that they must go to the root
jobs) .
tribute increases in producitivity to
causes rather than merely reacting to
For the individual, ESOP financing misapplied prior "solutions."
labor when, in fact, it is actually
extends the benefits of modern corpothe combination of capital instruments
THE KELSO PLAN - LIBERAL CONSERVATISM
rate finance to working people who
(e.g., machines) and labor that is
ESOP financing is a selective
have always had to subsist on wages
more productive (with the vast majortechnique of economic stimulation
and have never had access to the logic which needs to be encouraged. Thusity attributable to more efficient,
of corporate credit to acquire income- far there seem to be few who are aware
labor-saving capital instruments).
producing capital assets.
TOIL OR CAPITAL OWNERSHIP?
or its existence and fewer yet who
What is needed is an economic at,
, r e a l i z e its potential.
1
"'J"
'II'
mosphere which encourages capital for1')1 1 :
';"1' ＯＮ｟ ｾ［
ＢｉＬＮｲＧｩ＠
On March 23, the CBS program "60
mation of the right type in,the right
(
Ji
ＺＭｾ＠
/hl: 1 II Minutes" was devoted to an examination
place. There is no way jobs can be
ｲｩｌｉｾ＠
L ｾ ｬ Ｚ［Ｇｾ＠
<l(
ＨｾＵＭ
and explanation of the Kelso Plan.
created in the absence of the necesJ Ｈｾ＠
f-- -l-- ;:1 ＺＢＭＧｊＬｾＥ＠
ｾ Ｚ＠
i During the program, an interview with
sary tools and machinery. In an indus·
\ ｊｾＨｉ＠
ｾ＠ - ｾＮ＠ j; ＩｩｬＧ Ａ ｾ［ ｌ Ｌｉｦ Ｉ＠
ＮＢＧＱ ＺＱ ＬｾＧ ［ｽ ＬＱ＠ , Keynesian Kingpin Paul A. Samuelson
trial context, the myopic emphasis on
I' ｾｦ
Ｂ＠
ＭＮＺｲｾｩ
Ｉ ｪＡ ｉＨ Ｚ ＧＺｪ ｬＬｾＭＨ｜
［Ｌｊ ｾＧＺＰＩＬ＠
elicited an objection that the plan
Ｌ＿ｾＮ＠
ＢｾＭ
［ＱＬﾷｲ ｪ ｾｉＱ＠
Ｌｾ｟Ｎ［Ｇ＠
is a "tax loophole." Senator Russell
employment opportunities ignores the
:-- , Ｑ ＱｾＮｬ ｾ［ＭＢ＠ ｾＭＧ＠
ＧＮｾ＠
-' ''''Zlt"!'!
chief objective of technology: to re. ( 1":"
Gl t I, ＿ ｾ Ｂ Ｎｦ ＢｬＨｪ＠
Long, Chairman of the Senate Finance
lieve man of the burden of toil.
ＰＱＧ｜Ｉｾｉ
｜＠ ｬＯ ｟ ｾＭ］ｲ＠
I
I: ｪＨｩｲＮｾＧＭ､＠
Committee, countered with a statement
Wages are of two types: those from
ＧI ＠ 1,'(\1
＠
ｾ
• ｪｲｾＭｻＬ
＠
Ｎ
ｩ
ｴ
ｊ
ｾ
ｊ
Ｂ
＠
ｙ
Ｇ
Ｂ
that ESOP's are reflective of ConＬｾ｜Ｎ＠
. 01..
. gress
i
l icy and exis t to provide
labor and those from ownership of pro>:•
- [
i , ,- II. j "
onal po
ductive capital; i.e., machines can do
ｾ［＠
ｾＬ＠ an incentive to ｰｲｾｶ｡ｴ･＠
industry to
ｾ＠
implement this ｰｯｬｾ｣ｹＮ＠
work and be paid for their output just
as labor can be paid for its producｾＷ
ﾰ＠
The Kelso Plan may seve as an ecoｾＧｯ＠
0
ｾＬｯＮ＠
nomic platform for some presidential
tive output. In order to stimulate
;:-0
ｯ ＮｰｾＢ＠
•
'•
aspirant, with Senators Percy, Harris
demand and induce capital formation,
ｾｦ＠
n
and Humphrey all expreSSing enthusiasm
there needs to be an encouragement of
ｴｾＮﾫ
ｾＺｸＯＬ
ｉ＠ ｾﾷｕＧ＠
ytI,j
for the concept.
financing techniques which integrate,
o
ｾ ｲｾﾷ＠
ｴ ｾ＠ ｉｾ＠
ｲＧｦ［ｪｾ＠
The Kelso Plan is radical in naage earning with capital ownership.
o
Ｔ
ｾ＠
ｾ＠ ｾ＠
ture, liberal in objective, and conThis ownership not only will allow
servative in method. It's primary
individuals to own an interest in the
"I took advantage of a teclmical ad- failing is the public's (and particueans by which wealth is produced, but
justment in the market and divers li1ed larly attorney's) lack of knowledge
also will tend to relieve the producmy
portfolio to include six percent
of its existence. To remedy this,
tive process of the burden of conGulf and Western debentures of 88, ｾ＠
Kelso is currently devoting his time
stantly increasing wages which reprenew issue of Treasury 7s and •• ,"
to communicating the concept (includsent no increase in productive input.
ing taping a show with Mike Douglas
Only when the ｾｮ､ｩｶｵ｡ｬ＠
can suppleto be aired in the near future).
ment his labor wage with that of the
THE INCENTIVE SOLUTION
wages of capital ownership will he be
If there are to be jobs, there
KELSO PLAN EXPLAINED AT HASTINGS
able to realize some sense of freedom
must be iPcentives to private indusAs attorneys are instrumental in
from the perpetual state of toil from
try and capital to supply the needed
which the nation's technological poproductive capacity, unless those who, the implementation os ESOP's, it is
particularly important that they untential is capable of delivering him.
in professing liberalism, propose to
have government control the process of derstand the mechanics of the plan.
DIRECT INCENTIVE TO INVEST & OWN
investment decision, a most anti-lib- Ron Ludwig, an attorney with Louis O.
If there are to be jobs, there
eral outcome. The evanescent invest- Kelso, Inc.,.will explain the plan and
must be an incentive to private inment
tax credit will be of little ef- answer questions Friday, April 11 at
dustry to supply productive capacity.
fect
in
stimulating increased invest- 11:30 in Classroom B.
In a tight credit, recession-ridden

etc.>

l __________________
AMERICAN CLINIC INC.
ｾ＠
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NEW FACULTY

FORUM

By Julie Bannerman

Regi s tering students will have
several new professors to choose from
this month. Among those coming to
Hastings in 1975-76 are:
William Ray Forrester: Professor Forrester will be teaching Constitutional Law Spring semester 1976.
Former dean of Vanderbilt, Tulane and
Cornell Universities, Professor Forrester has written key works in constitutional law and federal jurisdiction. He has also been active nationally in arbitration law and practice.
Professor Forrester taught at Hastings (summer school) in 1973.
William B. Lockhardt: Professor
Lockhardt wilr-also be teaching Constitutional Law. He is former dean
(and now Dean Emeritus) of Mirmesota
Law School and co-author of Constitutional Law (with Kamisar and Choper).
Professor Lockhardt has taught at
Harvard, Stanford and Mirmesota. Between 1968 and 1970, he served as
Chairman of the U.S. Commission on
Obscenity and Pornography.
According to Professor Sullivan,
"both Forrester and Lockhardt will
give us first rate people in the Constitutional Law field."
Ray Henson: Professor Henson
will be teaching Commercial Law and
Creditors Rights. He comes to Hastings from Wayne State University.
Author of books on secured transactions and the UCC, Professor Henson
served as Chairman of the ABA committee on the Uniform Commercial Code
and as Chairman of the Corporation,
Banking and Business Law Section of
the ABA. He has also worked with the
ALI Review Committee on Article 9 of
the UCC and with the Advisory Committee on Legal Matters of the N.Y.
Stock Exchange.
Richard Jermings: Professor
Jermings will teach Corporations. He
_comes to Hastings from Boalt, and has
been visiting professor at both Tokyo
University and the University of Cologne. Professor Jermings is coauthor of Cases on Corporations (with
Lattin and Buxbaum) and of a major
casebook on securities regUlation.
He also served as, a consultant for
the S.E.C.
George E. Palmer: Professor
Palmer ｣ｯｭ･ｳｾ＠
Hastings from Michigan Law School. He will be teaching
Trusts and Estates. Professor Palmer
is the author of a casebook on trusts
and succession and co-author of a
casebook on restitution.
Stefan Riesenfeld: Professor
Riesenfeld will be teaching property.
He comes to Hastings from Boalt, and
is a former professor of the University of Mirmesota and the University
of Michigan. Professor Riesenfeld
has worked extensively in the areas
of property, social legislation, secured transactions, creditors rights
and international law. He has served
on the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules, and as a consultant
with the California Law Revision Commission.
Rudolf Schlesinger: Professor
Schlesinger will teach Comparative
Law and Conflicts Spring semester.
Last year (1973-74), Professor Schle-

singer won acclaim from Hastings students for his excellent teaching in
those topics. He will be returning
to Hastings from Cornell. Professor
Schlesinger is author of a major
casebook in comparative law, and has
served on the editorial board of the
American Journal of Comparative Law.
Stephan Lind: Professor Lind
will teach Taxation Fall semester.
MOst recently a professor at the University of Florida, Lind taught at
USF from 1966-70. Lind is co-author
of Federal Estate and Gift Taxation.
He graduated from Boalt in 1965 and
received his LL.M. from New York University in 1966.
Arthur Sherry: Professor Sherry
will come to Hastings from Boalt.
His areas of expertise are criminal
law and procedure and evidence. Professor Sherry served as Chairman of
the California Advisory Committee on
Criminal Statutes from 1954-1964, and
as Chairman of the California Crime
Study Commission on Insanity and Criminal Offenders from 1960-62. He
also served as director of the California Penal Code Revision Project
from 1964 to 1969. Professor Sherry
has written on criminal justice administration and California arrest
laws.
Roger Traynor: The esteemed and
nationally acclaimed former Chief
Justice of the California Supreme
Court will return to Hastings to
teach Conflicts in 1975-76. The former Chief Justice was a professor at
Berkeley before he became Associate
Justice of the California Supreme
Court in 1940. He served on the
court in that capacity until 1964,
when he became Chief Justice. Professor Traynor's specialties are conflicts, criminal procedure, and the
judicial process.
In addition to these professors,
Professor Julius Stone, renowned in
jurisprudence and international law,
will be returning to Hastings this
fall.
In a subsequent article, the
Law News will look at professors who
retiring or leaving Hastings this
year.

are

"

During the Spring break, the
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarter!t
sponsored a forum for discussion of
the present standards of analysis ua.
der the Equal Protection Clause. The
event attracted a standing room only
crowd to the Moot Court Room on Saturday morning, March 22.
The forum was chaired by ｈ｡ｳｴｩｾ＠
Professor Russell Sullivan and featured a distiguished panel of commentators: Professors Gerald Gunther of
Stanford, Phillip Kurland of Chicago,
Ray Forrester of Cornell and Jesse
Choper of Boalt Hall.
The panelists discussed the Burger Court's treatment of the Warren
Court's two-tier standard of Equal
Protection analysis. There was a
concensus of concern expressed over
the present lack of effective standards for analyzing Equal Protection
issues. Professors Gunther and Choper agreed that the Supreme Court was
flooded with litigation primarily due
to the "ad hoc-ish" nature of their
Equal Protection analysis; i.-e., due
to the unpredictable nature of their
approach, litigants have an incentive
to file cases.
Professor Kurland reminded the
audience that "Equal" is used as an
adjective, not "equality" as a noun
and that, therefore, one should ｲ･ｭｾ＠
ber that it is equality of treatment,
not condition, that is guaranteed.
The symposium was taped by the
Hastings Television Office for future
viewing through the Hastings ｖｩ､･ｯｴｾ＠
Library. Additionally, the discussioo
was transcribed and a printed version
of the forum will appear in Volume II,
Number 3 of the Quarterly.
This was the first of what will
hopefully prove to be a continuing
"Fon.nn Series" sponsored by the innovative Quarterly.

SZASZ JAZZ

Law
The fact that Americans speak
about "legalizing" abortion, gambling
mari,juana, and so forth shows ｴｨｾ＠
they no longer look down on their
government as their servant but look
up to it as their master. For to
legalize is to permit; and to permit
implies a relationship between a superior and a subordinate--as when a
parent permits a child to go swimming, stay up late, or eat sweets
after his meal.
-Thomas Szasz-

WRITING and ANALYSIS
BAR REVIEW COURSE
JEROME SACK

GIVEN BY

Beginning JUNE 8, 1975
COURSE MEETS 7 SUNDAYS AND ONE OTHER DAY

FEE--- $10.0
HASTINGS REPS ARE

RONNIE CAPLANE
MAROA ROSEN

or call Lincoln University (221-1212) for application

.
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.Sky sailing
by Gary White
"It's as easy as riding a bicycle," explained George Whitehill to
our group of would-be skysailors.
You almost believe him after seeing
Gary Koehler take a few steps down
the hill with his kite, take off and
float gently to the bottom.
For Gary ｋｯ･ｨｬｾ＠
and George
Whitehill who own and operate Hang
Gliders West, (formerly Chandelle of
Marin) one of the few skysailing
schools in the Bay Area, the sky is
the limit.

sensational flight

Our class was held in a small
open meadow with gently sloping hills
A pre-flight lesson covered kite construction, hang gliding, meteorology
and most important, safety.
Koehler and Whitehill have
taught over 700 people to skysail,
all without serious injury.
"I was
hurt once," Koehler mused, "I twisted
my ankle while carrying my kite up a
hill. "
I kept this in mind as the class
took turns running down a small hill
holding the cumbersome, 35 pound glider over our heads in the flight position.
"You won't take off," Whitehill
assured us. Each of us ran down the
hill twice trying to keep the nose of
the kite in the air and balance it at
the same time, a task more difficult
than it sounds.
We were now ready to fly. From
the top of the hill, this time harnassed into the kite, we were to
start running, then let the kite carry us to the bottom of the small
slope.
The time came for me to glide.
I stood there helmeted and harnassed,
trying to breathe deeply. I started
to run, taking longer and longer
steps. Finally my feet left the
ground and I was floating. After a
short distance, the nose of my kite
began to climb, which caused my glider to lose speed and altitude. I
was set gently on ground, my flight
cut short due to pilot error.

I now have felt unpowered flight
a feeling most students find addicting, according to Koehler and Whitehill. "We've been up for two hours
chasing seagulls," they said, sharing
my enthusiasm.
Koehler and Whitehill would like
to bring hang gliding into the curriculum at COM through the physical
education department or experimental
studies program, if possible.
At this time, a lesson which
consists of two three-hour sessions
costs $30, kite rental included. Hang
Glides West also sells new kites,
priced from $450 to $600.

We've got a plan
to make your banking easier.

The College Plan\!)
What we've got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the
College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:

avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® and Federally Insured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan .
Offices.
Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holidays and vacations.

The College Plan
Checking Account.
First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
Just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer ･ｾｮ＠
with a zero balance, so you ､ｾｮ＠
t
have to close it in June, reopen It 10
the fall
Personalized College Plan Check.s
are included at a very low cost. SceOlc
ther style checks for a little more.
f
ｾ｡ｮｫａｭ･ｲｩ｣､
ｾ＠ Next, if you're a qualified student 0
so homore standing or higher, you ｣｡ｾ＠
｡ｾｯ＠
get
p kA
. d Use it for tuitioh at state uOlversltles, for
Ban mencar.
d
h
Con.
h k cashing identification and every ay purc ases.
help you start bUilding a good credit
cｳｾｲｶ｡ｴｩ･＠ ec . cred't
1 I'mits
1

Student Representatives. Finally, the Col·
lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent graduates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
not drop by one of our college ｯｦｩｾ･ｳＬ＠
meet your ｓｴｾ､･ｮ＠
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It 11 make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

history.
f h
k
h I
u
Overdraft Protection. This part 0 t e pac age e ps yo

BANKOF AMERICA

m
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A.S.R. ELECTIONS:

CLAUDE AMES
I am a graduate of the Univ. of
California, Berkeley and a first year
student at Hastings. I have been actively involved in many organizations
and community activities whi ch have
given me experience essential in initiating student involvement in confronting problems at Hastings.
Through active contact with ASH
representatives, I have become increasingly aware of the confusion and
problems which permeate the ASH Council and its decision making policies.
MY observation is that the foremost
problem is a lack of leadership and
direction Qf ASH as an advo cate of
student needs.
Therefore, I am proposing the
following platform to resolve the
primary issues which concern me and
all Hastings students.
I

ASH Viability: Demand greater
accountability from the ASH Adminisira
tion and Council as your elected offi·
cials and representatives to implement those policies and programs for
which they were elected.
1) Development of ASH as a strong stlr
dent advocate in supporting problems
confronting campus organizations and
the general student body.
2) Broader Communication between ASH
and the students as to when, where,
｡ｮｾ＠
what time, meetings are held.
ThlS can be doneoy publication in
the Hastings News Weekly prior to the
a?tual meeting date. The posting of
SlgnS giving this vital information
can also be used.
3) ASH Visibility: Do you know the
present ASH administration? Are they
accessible to you? These are just
two of many questions which many students answer in the negative. ASH
should be brought out of the closet
and into the main stream of student
activity.
4) Public Forums: To correct the present invisibility of ASH and place
ASH at the forefront of student progress and leadership at Hastings I
propose having monthly noontime forums in the Commons. The purpose of
the forums would be twofold:
at To expose Hastings students to
natlonal and local political leaders
｡ｴｯｾ･ｹ＠
and. judges, who can give '
some ｬｾｓｧｨｴ＠
ｬｾｴｏ＠
their views and philosophles. ThlS could also include
､･｢｡ｾｳ＠
between the legal scholars at
Hastlngs.
b) A permanent dialogue could be
established between the student body
and the administration. Question and
answer forum concerning these problems
relating to Hastings, such as: What
are the long range goals for Hastings?
ｾ｡ｴ＠
plans are available for student
mput?
5 ) Expanding the ASH Budget: Presently the ASH budget is $7,500 and

shar ed by campus organi zat ions and
the ASH offi ce . Thi s budget is inadequate in dealing with the needs of
t he incr eased student popUlat ion and
campus or gani zations . I propose that
t he adminis tration increase this budget t o meet the eXistfng needs of ASH
from its general operating "budget".
Such an increase would allow ASH great er flexibility in providing new programs and expanding existing programs.
Also, as Pat Williams an ASH representative and candidate for ASH Treasurer
has suggested, many problems could be
solved by making the ASH Treasurer
ｭｯｲｾ＠
accessible to the students and.
thelr organizations.
II

Curriculum
The curriculum of Hastings
should reflect the educational aspirations and goals of the students.
There are several areas that must be
addressed. We must:
1) permanently place Legal Research
and Writing on an optional pass/fail
basis. The standard argument that a
pass/fail LR&W program would somehow
lose its practical and SUbstantive
value is without merit.
2) adult law students should be able
to decide for themselves whether or
not a pass/fail option is desirable
as provided in other courses.
3) evaluate the possibilities of including more 4 unit semester courses
in the prescribed curriculum to:
a) permit greater opportunity to
concentrate in a specific field
b) extend student participation in
clinical programs, such as the proposed Women's clinical program.
c) maximize educational opportunity
of the student body.
4) Seek greater student participation
in the scheduling of classes
5) encourage the expansion of student
input into the selection of all faculty members.
III

Job Placement Center
All educational institutions
should prepare their students to service the needs of our society. After
three years of intensive legal preparation and training the Hastings
graduate should be afforded an opportunity to utilize his/her legal
skills.
The Hastings Administration has
an obligation and duty to furnish
ｾｵｦｩ｣･ｮｴ＠
information on jobs for
ltS students. The Hastings job
placement center presently provides
ｬｾｭｴ･､＠
job.information and opportunltles. ThlS center must be expanded and developed to meet the needs
ｯｾ＠
the entire student body. In additlon to the AdministrationB expansior.
of the present job center, I recommend more student input which will
familiarize the center with the needE
and desires of its students who so
desperately desire summer and fullｾｩｭ･＠
jobs. I also propose that the
Job placement center actively solicit
mo:e law firms and legal agencies
WhlCh have not traditionally recruited at Hastings.
IV

Library Rif-off
Steallng: An issue everybody
has talked about at one time or anoｴｨｾｲ＠
is the library rip-off crisis
which has.existed for years. It has
been partlcularly frustrating to
first year students on research hunts
Continued on p. 10
'

P

LAURA ROCKWOOD
For those of us who have been
at Hastings for a while , certain
things are apparent: there exists
an impersonal atmosphere and a real
paucity of communication. In my past
two years on the A.S.H. Council, however, we have seen several major
breakthroughs, though not many have
been made known to the general
student body. The Student-Faculty
Relations Committee and the Financial
Aid and Placement Committee, two of
the relatively new Student-Faculty
Committees on which I have served,
are examples of functional and productive innovations. But too few
people know about them. and accord··
ing1y, too few students care to
become involved in the Hastings
community.
I believe, however, that people
.
wh en glven
the opportunity to express'
themselves and when given workable
channels through which to see their
ideas implemented, are more inclined
to become involved knowing something
can be accomplished.
I would like to see concrete
alternatives for involving the students of the Hastings community in
more personal ways with each other
with the faculty, and with ' the
'
administration. I have served as
a member on the Admissions Committee,
the Arts and Recreation Board, the
Election Committee, the School Insurance Program, and I have worked
on re-organization of the Legal Writ-'
ing and Research classes. There do
exist these and other means of communication and involvement, but for too
long they have served only a small
group of students. The office of
president should be used as a direct
force for the implementation of new
programs. And the person who holds
this position must be able to generate ideas and enthusiasm, beyond the
limited circle of the body of the
ASH Council.
The President should not only be
able to absorb and reflect students'
ideas, but should also be able to
delegate authority for implementation
of these ideas. Only when people
see that their active involvement
makes a differenee will they start
caring enough to do something.
Assuming responsibility for ones
projects, while seeing them carried
through, can be a uniquely gratifying experience and could be reflected
in more positive attitudes about the
three years we all spend here.
I have outlined some realistic
programs and positive approaches
that could be implemented for these
ends:
JOBS: --Summer Internships in
Sacramento. Creation of such a
program by contacting Hastings alum-

ｾ＠
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IDENTIAL CONTENDERS ·
ni (many of whom are state legislators and gover nment officials) and
rounding up Summe r positions as

｡ｾ､･ｳ
Ｌ＠ e t c . Financ i a l a sp e c t s : posslbly wor k- study po s itions and stipends, or in the alterna tive allowing uni ts for the ｩｮｴ･ｲｳ
ｨ ｩｰ ｾ Ｎ＠
-- Expansion of the clinical
program ｾｮ＠
general by af f irmatively
approachlng those counties pres ently
not certifying law students and s howing how the clinical positions can
be beneficial to them. A specific
example: development of the Women's
Clinic, which is presently in the
first stages of acceptance.
--Workshops on Career Planning
and Job Hunting: panel presentationE
of practicing attorneys from all
areas of the law: criminal, P.I.,
public interest; large, small and
individual practices, ｐ｡ｲｴｩ｣ｾｬ＠
attention might be directed towards
the often neglected first year employment opportunities.

CURRICULUM: --As it stands now,
each first year class is forced to
re-negotiate their position with respect to the Legal Writing and Research class. There should be a
permanent resolution to the grading
problems Ｈｰ･ｲｾ｡ｳ＠
all pass/not pas s)
and a complete restructuring of the
approach taken by the instr.uctors.
--Mixed-section First Year
classes: it should be possible to interchange the sections so that students have an opportunity to get to
know those who aren't in their own
sections. This could be a ccomplishe c
first with the LR&W class and later
expanded to include the substantive
law classes as well.
- -Help/Not Hurt first year midterms: midterm grades recorded, but
only combined with the final exam if
it raises the student's average, disregarded if it lowers the average.
Apparently BDalt has suc ces sf ully
implemented such a program.
HUMANIZING HASTINGS: -- FacultyStudent Get Togethers: for example,
receptions, softball games, more opportunities for less formal personal
contact with professors.
--An orientation week set-up
designed to have second and third
year students sign up to me et a few
first year students for lunch just so
the new students can get to know people they might not ordinarily me et.
It would help to break down the alienating stratification that occurs
both inter- and intra-class.
--Compilation of a First Year
Professor Preview: second and third
year thoughts on how to deal with i ndividual professor's s t y les and demands, i.e.: should you really read
the text? Is Gilberts better than
Legal Lines for Contrac ts? It might
possibly create a work- study position
too, if we make it go.
--Friday afternoon functions in
the cafeteria with music and/or refreshments.
--More active speakers program.
--Making Hastings generally more
pleasant: a working TV; plants; art,
etc.
ASH COMMUNICATIONS & FUNCTIONS:
--ASH minutes published in the
Law News, along with agendas of faculty-student committees and notices
Continued on p. 10

I believe the administration and
faculty can be made responsive to
student desires and needs. Advocacy
ｬ･｡､ｾｲｳｨｩｰ＠
is needed to explain proposals and to see that action is taker
on student requests .

LAWRENCE ｜ｾｉ＠

LSON

--1st year student
--ASH Rep, member finance committee
--member committee to name at- large
stUdents to Student/Faculty comrri ttees
--Active in ASH Comm . on Legal Writ i ng and Research . Named by student
member s of that committee to membership on Student/Faculty Committee on
LW&R.
Thi s statement is in two parts .
The fi r st deals with the general role
of the ASH Pr esident , his or her relationshi p to the ASH Council , and
the funct i oni ng of the Council . The
second par t contains my positions on
specific i ssues of impor tance to the
student body .
I

The ASH Pr esident and the ASH Council
The President must provide leadership to initiate progressive programs and to support worthwhile continuin ones . Hastings brings together
individuals with vast experience in
many areas of student concern . The
ASH Council ' s task is to turn the
ideas gener ated by these concerns into concr ete pr ograms .
The Pr esident must pr ovide leadershi p to the student body and the
ASH Council , but he or she is also a
servant of the student body. In this
capacity, the Pr esident must carry
out the mandate of the Council and
see that all ASH pr ogr ams are implemented, even if the Pr esident does
not agree with each one .
It is the facilitating function
of the ASH President' to establish an
open, inclusive atmosphere in which
students feel that the Council is
responsi ve to their concerns. The
first step in cr eating this inclusive
climate is to incr ease the dissemination of information . The minutes of
ASH Council meetings , names and phone
number s of r epresentatives, titles,
functions and members of ASH and Student/Facult y committees , and repor ts
of those committees, copies of the
consti tution and budget information
must be made widely available . Greater cooperation with the Hastings Law
News will facilitate full coverage of
ASH business .
ASH i tself must be str uctured
so that pr oposals r eceive considerat i on by committees able to study and
r eview them befor e s uch pr oposals are
brought to the ASH Council . This will
i nsure that wor thwhile pr ojects and
ideas r eceive mor e than a cursory revi ew . In addi t i on , the ASH President
must give skillful direction to meeti ngs to i nsure adequate consi deration
of all pr oposal s, and effi cient use
of t ime . Cent r al to this is the,role
.of the chair as a fac i litator, helping the Counci l reach a deci sion .
_Fina l ly, t he Pres ident must see that
meas ures appr oved by ASH are impl emented.

ASH Budget
The manner in which the ASH Council distributes the student fees is
unsatisfactory . ASH Council members
will confirm that the budget allocations are made hastily, with inadequate information, and with no clear
guidelines or criteria. I propose
that a set of guidelines or procedures
for allocating the student fees be
developed through an open planning
process which draws on the expertise
in the student body and the groups
most concerned .
Once budget allocations are made
the procedures for drawing on the al-'
locations must be improved. The method and requirements for drawing on
uncommitted funds (such as the speakers fund) must be made available to
all students .
II

Code of Ethics
As a r esult of numerous problems
with the old Code of Ethics, Hastings
is presently operating under a general Honor Code, but with no explanatory Code of Ethics or Judicial Council to enfor ce it .
I believe that a new , workable
Code of Ethics must be dr afted . It
must define the standard of conduct
.
dellneate
procedures to determine i f'
violations have occurr ed, and establish a body to make that determination . This must be done with the
widest possible student and f aculty
participation to insure that the fi nal document reflects the standar d
of behavior that the communi ty is
willing to exact from its members .
Curriculum
The number and scope of clini cal
pr ograms for credit should be gr eatly
expanded . Hastings students who wish
to serve the people should be encouraged to do so. Eligible students
should receive work/study grants . In
addition, the College's schedule of
classes should be arranged to allow
and encourage semester- long externship programs .
The hours demanded by the Legal
Writing and Research program justify
more than three units of credit.
Recommendations of the Faculty/Student Committee on Legal Writing and
Research, of which I am a member ,
will go far to improve the program
and should be implemented by the
directors.
Placement:
Clearly the Placement Office,
to serve 1500 students, almost 500
graduates, must expand and intensify
its efforts. Placement must seek
opportunities with firms, corporations, judicial bodies and governmental agencies of all sizes, as well
as providing information about less
traditional legal employment . Employers interested in more than just
the top 10% of the class must be
attracted; alumni contacts must be
vigorously pursued. All organizations seeking to recruit on campus
should evidence a commitment to hiring practices free of race or sex
discrimination.
Con tinued on p. 11
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AMES Continued
The crisis becomes acute when you're
trying to find that last citation at
10:30 p.m. after being in the library
all day and the book is simply not
there. I am sure that second and
third year students experience the
same frustration.
The fact of the situation is
that books are being hid in the library, torn up, and in some cases
taken home. This is an injustice to
everyone, but the system is perpetuated by apathy and selfishness.
There have been many complaints but
few solutions.
I propose several solutions to
the library rip-off problems:
1) Increase the library student staff
so that books can be reshelved regularly.
2) Give the ASH Library Committee
broader powers to make studies and
engineer solutions which will be enforced.
3) Heighten the awareness of the general student body as to the need to
reshelve books and keep vital books
in the library. Also, this would
bring about increased understanding
that the Hastings honor system must
work.
V

Affirmative Action
As the Hastings community is
well aware, there is a void in women
and Third World teaching faculty at
Hastings. This disproportionate representation is also reflected in the
Administrative Staff of Hastings.
Based on the statistics of the Calif.
population, women and Third World
Students are under-represented at
this law school. The above picture
is grim but my administration will
work towards bringing a balance to
the composition of the faculty (both
regular and adjunct), th.e Administration and the student population.
But also, and most importantly, my
emphasis will be on the quality and
calibre of new personnel at Hastings

as we
(eve opmenL or tIe
current faculty so that the value of
student contributions in the classroom and in the school can be accepted as a reality. Furthermore, I am
committed to developing a mechanism
so that student grievances can fairly
be heard and acted upon so that there
are no future fiascos like the current void of student advocacy in the
office of student affairs. during the
course of this last academic year.

VI
Financial Aid
The course of study at Hastings
should not be bogged down by student
concern and worry over their financial situation. My administration
will work towards increasing financial aid for all students who have
a need. At the same time I will make
sure that information is available
through the Hastings channels of communication so that financial information will be readily available to all
students.
VII
Expanded Co-ed Intramural Sports
Within the last year at Hastings
there has been an increased involvement among students in intramural
sports, and team competition between
sections. However, several problems
are apparen t.
1) Lack of adequate facilities.
2) Inadequate funds and equipment.
3) Lack of female participation.
These problems can and should
be corrected and I propose the following solutions.
a) Negotiate with the D.C. Med
Center and the YMCA concerning the
use of their facilities by Hastings
Students and paying a flat fee.
b) Inadequate funds and equipment
could be corrected by increasing the
intramural sports budget to expand
participation by students. This can
be accomplished only if students support my ASH request for our administrative budget increase.
c) Develop more co-ed intramural
athletic activities for the Hastings
community.
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of student-related Administration actions and proposals.
--Open budg t ｭ･ｾｴｩｮｧｳ＠
tnrough
which students can express their
feelings on the use of their funds;
more objective budgetary guidelines;
regular budget statements published
by ASH.
--Due Process guarantees through
a new Judicial Committee: requiring
notice and making public the policy
determinations by which the Judicial
Committee will function.
--A student-run book exchange
with any surplus going to the scholarship fund. A full-time work study
position would easily fit into this
type of set-up.
--An on-going procedure whereby
students can meet with the Administra·
tion to air their ideas and/or grievances directly, such as a regular
lunch-time meeting. Immediate problems like the LEOP crisis might more
easily be confronted and dealt with
openly with the public and students
at large.
One individual cannot do justice
to all of these proposals. But if
the students have a strong president
who can direct enthusiasm into productive channels, opportunities for
the creation and longevity of these
programs are greatly assured. With
the students' interest and help, these
programs can be made to succeed.
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WILSON Continued

Third World Concerns
The Legal Education Opportunity
Program has my complete Support.
Full, meaningful student participation in the admission/selection process, as outlined in the Third World
Caucus proposal and adopted by the
faculty/student Disadvantaged Students Committee, is essential. ASH
must unequivocally affirm a full commitment to equal educational opportunity, including full tutorial assistance as long as needed.
The project to develop a Third
World Law Journal deserves the financial support of the student body until such time as the College begins
to fund it through regular budget
channels.
Intra-mural Sports
ASH should work to improve and
expand the existing intra-mural
sports program to include activities
for women, for men, and co-ed programs. A real effort should be made
to secure use privileges for Hastings
students at the U.C. Medical Center
Facilities. Physical recreation facilities should be included in the
new Hastings building. A part-time
student director of intra-mural athletics, perhaps a work/study student,
responsible for scheduling and coordinating activities would be a step
in the right direction.
Students on Student/Faculty Committeel
All students who sit on administrative or student/faculty committees should be named to those committees by ASH following a selection
process open to all. In two instances these committees oversee College
enterprises that make a profit from
student purchases, and distribute
these profits to "worthy causes."
In all cases, these committees make
important policy and administrative
decisions. The students on them
should be representative of and responsible to the student body.
The Child Care Center
The College should seek governmental funding of the Child Care Center as an indication of its commitment to provide legal education within the financial grasp of all, not
just single, childless individuals.
A well-equipped Center should be included in the new Hastings building.
Student Lobby
Decisions made through the political process, especially in the
legislature, affect Hastings and its
students. The ASH Council should
establish ties with the University of
California Student Lobby, and the
other University of California Law
Schools. When appropriate, the Council should inform the appropriate
legislative committees of its position on bills. ASH should closely
monitor the College budget process.
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Your Right To food Stamps
By

Michael McCormick

Only 38% of the 38.6 million
Americans eligible for food stamps in
1974 actually received them, according
to a report released last month by the
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs. The Congressional committee rests the blame for this failure
squarely on the insensitive and inefficient practices of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which administers
the program.
The inadequacies of the USDA are
amply reflected by the widespread ignorance of the workings of the food
stamp program, especially of eligibility criteria and the application process. Below is a summary of the program, especially as it relates to stu'
dents. (References are to the Manual of Policies and Procedures of the
Calif. Dept. of Benefit Payments.)
Food stamps are coupons limited
to the purchase of any food item except alcoholic beverages, tobacco and
pet food. Food stamps increase purchasing power because they are sold
for less than face value. All recipient households of the same size receive the same amount of stamps each
month, but pay different prices for
them according to their income.
A household is composed either of
an individual living alone, an individual who does not buy food in common
with roomates, or a group of individuals sharing living expenses and income
who buy food together (secs. 63-2101,
63-2103). Thus it is possible for
more than one household to reside in
the same dwelling unit. Since the
monthly allotment of stamps per person
decreases as the size of the househola
increases, a group of people living
together would receive more stamps per
month if they bought food separately.
For example, five roommates would receive a monthly total of $230 worth of
stamps if they shared only shelter
costs, but only $182 worth if they also shared food costs.
A common pitfall of roommates
who divide into separate households
for food stamp purposes is the failure to store, as well · as buy, food
separately, since the County considers such storage as a decisive indication of separate households. The
more zealous among eligibility workers have been known to consolidate
into one household any group of people who share salt and pepper shakers.
The applicants should therefore be
prepared to state that each has his
or her own space in the cupboards,
refrigerator, etc.
Not all of the eligibility requirements are financial. Each member
of the household must (1) be a resident (loosely, not legally, defined)
of the County; (2) be either a citizen
or permanent resident of the US; and
(3) have at least simple cooking facilities available. If between the ages
of 18 and 65, each household member
must also register with the Employment
Development Department, formerly HRD,
unless he or she is either (a) a mother caring for dependents; (b) a student enrolled half-time or more; (c)
incapacitated; or (d) already working
30 or more hours per week. The student exemption is not altered by semester and summer vacations if attendance is immediately resumed thereafter.
The financial criteria can get
complicated. A primary distinction is
made between resources and income.

Basically, except for educational
funds, income is only that money received on a regular basis, and resources constitute all other assets. ｔｨｵｾ＠
for example, non-recurring lump sum
payments such as income tax refunds
are considered resources, not income.
Each household may have up to
$1500 in total resources; excluded
from that amount is the value of the
home, one motor vehicle, personal
effects, household goods, life insurance and that portion of educational
funds considered income (see below).
Although resources held jointly by
separate households are considered at
full value for each household individuals living together who divide
into separate households will, for
the most part, increase the value of
total assets they may retain.
The computation of net nonexempt
income used to determine the purchase
price of stamps is easily the most
complicated operation of the application process. To begin with, income received on a semi-monthly basis
is multiplied by 2, on a bi-weekly
basis by 2.16 and on a weekly basis
by 4.33.
The monthly income derived from
one-time payments for educational
purposes, such as scholarships, educational grants, and NDSL and FISL
payments, is averaged in a special
way. The sum of tuition and mandatory fees for the time period the
funds are intended to cover is subtracted from the fund total. Then
the remainder is divided by the number of months that the funds are supposed to cover. For example, a Hastings student who borrows $2000 for
the school year has $1317 left after
paying $683 in tuition and mandatory
fees. Averaged over the 9 month
period, this remeainder yields a
monthly income of $146. This remainder is "indefeasible," in the sense
that this pro-rated income is attributed to the student even if it is
no longer available.
From the total income derived
from all educational funds and other
sources, the following deductions are
made:
(1) 10% of gross earned income,
up to $30;
(2) mandatory deductions from
paychecks;
(3) out-of-pocket medical expenses over $10;
(4) costs of child care necessitated by employment or education;
(5) tuition and mandatory fees;
(6) alimony and child support.
If, after taking these six deductions, one's shelter cost (i.e.,
the total of one's shares for rent,
utilities and basic service charge
for phone) is over 30% of the remainContinued on p. 13
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WHAT I DID ON EASTER VACATION
By Ted McDermott
Trudging from one sterile classroom to the next, squeezing in and
out of the human traffic flow, it's
sometimes difficult to remember that
we even had a week off not too long
ago. Con;uring up the brief respite,
one glorious Sunday shines forth as a
beacon of pleasant memories. A day
sure to be recalled by many a stonedout conversationalist when certain
albums grace the turntable. Yes ｦ｡ｮｾ＠
Mr. Bill Graham did it once again.
His initial energy helped to put together the finest day of rock music
that San Francisco, or for that matter, any city has seen since, (yes,
I must invoke that tattered image
once again)--Woodstock. The event
was uniquely "Bay Area". The sort of
happening that makes this city something special or at least unusual.
Where else could the multitudes gather on Palm Sunday to pay homage to
the twentieth century religion of
Rock n'Roll?
The previous day's weather had
gone beyond "discouraging"; it was
downright freaky. Torrential downpours were interspersed with rays of
bright sunshine all day Saturday.
Sunday's early weather was rather inauspicious but as the Grateful Dead
warmed up their routine, the cloud
cover began to break. As many of
their windowpane fans began to come
onto it, the Dead peaked and the
bright blue sky yielded a scorching
sun high in the heavens. Garcia and
Friends played but a few numbers
which seemed far too short until one
realized the incredible cast to follow. Tower of Power, the East Bay
contingent, came next and featured
the day's only horn section. A powerful performance by Santana followed
The group impressively ran through
some familiar material and then took
off into rushes of ecstasy. If Rock
is God then Carlos Santana is his
prophet. The man emanates spirituality. Things turned funkier as the
Doobie Brothers brought vast majorities to their feet for some good old
moving and grooving. Although they
don't evoke the awe of some of the
more legendary groups, they played
perhaps the tightest set of the day.
Next came the former neighbors of
Kezar, the Jefferson Starship. What
a treat to see Grace Slick decked out
in black velvet like Rock royalty
making music with Papa John the crazy
fiddler. "Volunteers" struck responsive chords of nostalgia as well as
politics. Joan Baez accompanied solely by her guitar next entertained the
stadium with her always beautiful
voice . . She has an incredible "presence" and seems possessed of a genuine common sense. The superstars
ended the super day with Neil Young
and elements of the Band being joined
by the resurrected folk hero himself:
Bob Dylan. His unexpected appearance
was extremely well received by the
crowd who could now rub it in even
harder on the less fortunate who
couldn't attend. That particular
combination of great artists created
the most interesting sounds of the
day. It was a dynamite finale.
As the clouds began to threaten
rain once again, the crowds dispersed
like tired and beleagured armies, sun
burnt and burnt out. A lovely way to
kick off the vacation, nine hours of
superb music. Unfortunately, a bit
of law school snuk into the picture.
The school board's accounting maneuvers which produced over two million

dollars of heretofore unknown funds
not only wiped out the raison d'etre
of the concert but evoked harsh nightmares of Cox's Accounting problems.
Personally, I thought some of the
money ought to go towards teaching
Marlon Brando a little couth in public speaking. Well, all's well that
ends well, etc., and perhaps Graham
will now hit us with some more fine
times in the park this summer.

HASTINGS HOUNDS
HUMIL·IATE
HIATUS' HORDES:
STALLIONS STUN
FLORIDA STATE,
UNIV. OF MONTANA
Yes, sports fans, a dynasty has
been born (through caesarian section)
With two Easter week wins over touring teams from Florida State and the
University of Montana, the Hastings
Rugby Club's record now stands at
11 wins and two losses_ With two
more games left in a season to be
capped off by the Santa Rosa Rugby
Tournament, Hastings stands an excellent chance of winning or losing the
Division Championship. Other farfetched ideas include plans for a
rugby tour of the British Isles this
fall, and if that does not materialize, possibly a coup d'etat in Guatemala. The dream of little Mike
Ubaldi has finally become a reality.
Special thanks for a very successful season are extended to our
sponsor the Falstaff Brewing Co.;
to Professor George Osborne and Myrle
Northway, our premier fans and supporters; to Peg and Mattie, good
friends and loose ruck experts; to
Edwin Todd III, for showering after
each game; ' to families, friends,
and members of the Hastings community
without whose enthusiasm and encouragement we'd probably have done surprisingly well; and to the Player
Selection Committee, for exhibiting
poor judgment, a complete misunderstanding of how the game is to be
played, making ITT's conflict of
interest appear miniscule in comparison, and for introducing a superb type of impartiality, fondly
known as "fuck your buddy."
Much love,
-Buck Loner-

BRC SCHOLARSHIPS
Four students from the graduatjng class of 1975 will receive free
B.R.C. Bar review courses this year.
Gary Knippen, Lynn Whatley, Felix
Martinez and Demos Koutsoulis were
selected out of 43 applicants by a
committee of 7 set up by the ASH
council. Unhappily 5 sholarships
went unused.
The B.R.C. scholarships are offered to students in every law school
in the 6 states in which the B.R.C.
course is offered. The scholarships
are paid for from the proceeds of a
trust fund that is named in memory of
Edna Mae Josephson and which is administered independently of B.R.C.
Inc. The Fund is in its third year
of activity and gave away approximately 100 scholarships this year.
Each fall in September the Trust
Fund mails scholarship information to
the student body organization of each
law school involved. Each organization is allowed to award one scholarship for every 50 graduating students
with the further provision that there
be at least 10 applicants for every
course given away. (This latter stipulation is to avoid having the courses given away to just friends. )
Each student organization is asked to
advertise the scholarships and to set
up a committee to select recipients
from the applicants and to send a
list of names to the Trust Fund by
the end of November.
For some reason, this year ASH
did not act on the scholarships in
time to meet the deadline. A selection committee was not set up until
second semester and by then the Fund
had informed ASH that it had re-allocated the funds earmarked for HastingE
to other schools.
However, after some negotiation,
Michael Josephson of B.R.C. agreed to
give away nine courses tQ Hastings
students even though his company
would not be reimbursed from the
Trust Fund for doing so.
At this point the ASH selection
committee reconvened, launched a
blitz advertising campaign and set
an application deadline of March 14.
UnfortQnately, only 43 applications
were received. Had more been forthcoming, more courses would have been
given away.
Hopefully, next year more students will be aware of the existence
of the scholarships and better use
will be made of the available courses.
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CINE
MONTY PYTHON
Army Training Film #27.
Opening 3cene: a forest.
Voice over narration: Good
evening, ladies and gentlemen. Today's lesson concerns itself with the
ｭｾ､･ｲｮ＠
survival tactic, How to Stay
Hldden. In this forest you see in
front of you forty-seven people are
hidden. One of them is Mrs. Roderick
Pembrose of Hampton Ct., Suffolk.
Mrs. Pembrose, would you please stand
up.
(A grey-haired old woman slowly
arises. She is shot.) Now you know
why you want to stay hidden.
Second scene: a field with a
bush in it.
Voice over: Hidden in this picture is Mr. Guy Crakenberry of Hargraves Square. Mr. Crakenberry,
would you please stand up? (He does
not.) Ah, Mr. Crakenberry ..•• MR.
CRAKENBERRY ..•. As you can see, Mr.
Crakenberry has learned the first
lesson--How to Stay Hidden. Unfortunately, he has picked a rather obvious hiding place.
(The bush explodes
in flame. There is a loud scream.)
Third scene: Pan along a forest
stream, ending on a tent and some
camping equipment.
Voice over: When we went to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Harold Attenscroft
they tried to fool us by not being
home. However, an evil neighbor told '
us where they were.
(Tent blows up.)
And here is the evil neighbor.
(Shot
of a man. He blows up.) And here is
the house where he lived.
(It blows
up.) And the block where he was
born.
(Likewise.)
Fourth scene: A man in a tuxedo
ｳｩｾｴｮｧ＠
at a white desk in the middle
of a river.
Man: And now for something completely different.
Titles. Credits. Cartoons.
And so begins the uproarious
comedy, And Now For Something Completely Different, presented by the
British comedy group called, for some
unknown reason, Monty Python's Flying
Circus.
To attempt any sort of description of the plot, story content, or
characters would be, for this film,
completely worthless. The movie is
a collection of sight and sound gags
artfully woven together into the funniest collage this writer has ever
seen.
Events include: how to defend
yourself against a man attacking you
with a banana (eat the banana, thereby disarming him); the new game show
Blackmail; musical mice who squeek
to the beat of a mallet; personality
study of an ｡｣ｯｵｮｴｾ＠
and, what
happens to milkmen who finally meet
that morning blond.
Beyond this mere hint of what's
involved, this writer can do no more
than encourage all of you to go see
this little gem. And when you finally come to your senses and find yourself rolling in the aisle with the
popcorn, you can console yourself
with the thought that you weren't the
first.
Rating: ****
By Lorin Brennan

* * * • EXTRA * * * *
Four Star Theatre, 23rd Avenue

& Clement, is now showing both
AMARCORD and Bunuel's masterpiece of erotic art. BELLE DU

JOUR.

FOOD STAMPS Continued
ing income, then one may further deduct the shelter costs chich are in
excess of the 30%. For example if
a person , s net income after the ' six
deductions above were $150 and her
monthly shelter cost were $125, she
would subtract another $80 (i e
$12
.. ,
5 - .3 x 150) and thus arrive at
a net nonexempt income of $70.
The purchase price for stamps is
the figure located at the intersecｾｩｯｮ＠
of the appropriate columns for
lncome and household size on th e
chart below. So if the pers on wit h
ｳ ｾ＠
a $70 net income had a separate ｨｯｵ
hold, she would pay $1 2 for $46 wo rth
of stamps.
The maximum net income per household size is as follows: 1- $194;
2-$273; 3-$393; 4- $500; 5-$593; 6- $68C
7-$767; 8-$853; 9- $926; 10-$999; fr om
11 on, add $73 per person.
Both the purchase price chart and
maximum income levels are revised
every January and July, so the fi@rre s
above will be obsolete on July 1,
1975. Because of inflation, the revisions will most likely continue to be
liberalized.
Since the receipt of government
benfits was elevated from a privilege
to a right by Goldberg v. Kelly (1970)
397 U.S. 254, the food stamp re c i pient
has several important due process
rights.
The County must process an application within 30 days of receipt of
any clear, signed indication of the
desire to receive food stamps. Some
counties (e.g. Alameda) seek to circumvent this time constrant by scheduling applicants to return with completed forms and verification materials in a general intake process a week
or more after they first come in.
The justification for this policy is
that applicants need the time to gather the information necessary to verify the application. However, every
applicant has the right to insist
that the County accept the completed
application form on the same day aid
is requested.
The indirect way to accomplish
the proper commencement of the 30 day
period is to apply for Medi-Cal at
the same time because, since the eligibility for it is effective the same
month applied for, the County processes such applications immediately.
The direct way to confront the policy
of delay is to bring in all ne ces s ary
verification documents at the time of
original application, and thereb y
deprive the County of its rationale.
For each member of the household, one
should bring a birth certificate,
driver's license, all wage stubs for
the last 3 months, papers indicating
the amount of all educational funds,
current registration for all vehicles,

all deeds, all savings passbooks and
most recent bank statements, and receipts (or cancelled checks) for the
following: all shelter costs for the
last 3 months, ch ild care, alimony,
cnild support and mandatory fees and
tuition.
One can protect the privacy of
financial transactions by bringing in
a letter from the bank indicating an
account's present balance, instead of
the statement or pas s book. Also, it
should be no ted that one needs to be
eligible for the program only in the
month that on e rec eives, not applies
for, food stamps. This means that
people exp e c ting to become eligible
within 30 days waste no time by applying in advance.
A second important right is to
no t ice of a dvers e action. If the
County i nt ends t o t e rminate or reduce
foo d s tamp b enefit s , it must give the
r ec i pient written warning at least 10
days in advan c e.
Such reduc tion or termination,
as well a s denial of an application,
can b e contested if, within 90 days
of its effective date, the recipient
reque s t s a fair hearing in writing.
Dire c tions on how to make such a reques t mus t accompany every notice of
adverse action.
If the request is made within 10
days of the postmark of the adverse
no tic e , benefits must continue at the
s ame level as before until the matter
is resolved through the hearing.
Decisions are supposed to be rendered
within 90 days of the hearing request,
but usually are at least six weeks
late. So one has nothing to lose by
a timely hearing request when the adverse action is reduction or termination of benefits.
But the same is not always true
of denials. Some counties (e.g. Alameda) have been known to refuse to
accept another appli c ation until the
appeal process is completed. Thus,
ｾｨ･＠
wisest course in such a case is
first to rectify the allegedly disqualifying factor, and reapply immediately thereafter and then, once
deemed eligible, to request a hearing
to contest the original denial. That
way one receives benefits within about
30 days after denial, instead of 90
days or more.
To locate the proper office at
which to apply, look in the white
pages of the telephone book under the
name of your county, and then under
Social Services or Welfare Dept. The
office closest to you is usually where
you should apply, but you may make
sure by calling first. San Francisco
County, for example, has special numbers for infQrmation on food stamps
(558-5 662) and how to apply for aid
(558-5711). For further information
or assistance, contact your local
legal aid office.

-
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ELECTION COMMENTARY Continued
be done if each ASH officer and representative would put in an hour or two
a week on a regular basis.
ASH president Paul Wilcox has explained to me that he operates on the
theory that he is more accessible to
the students if he spends his time in
the commons, rather than in his office,
This may be true for those students
who know him and know where to find
him. Other students, however, would
logically expect to find him in the
office, and would likely give up after
several unsuccessful attempts to reach
him there.
Wilcox did come up with a good
idea during our conversation: the _
names and pictures of all ASH officers
and representatives should be displayed on a bulletin board so students will be able to identify them
when they see them.
There also needs to be prominent
notice of the time and place of all
ASH council meetings. Without this,
active student involvement is simply
impossible. There also needs to be
an effective liaison with the Law
News, so that news about ASH can be
disseminated. Beyond communication,
however, there is a need for action
on a number of fronts. Without action, communication is pointless.
Faculty Committees. The single
most important accomplishment of ASH
in recent years was the adoption last
year of the Garcia-Redmond proposal,
which provided for student representation on faculty committees. It is
in these committees that most decisions of importance to students are
made, so effective representation can
prove very valuable. Therefore, it
is of utmost importance that ASH
place competent, committed students
on the committees.
Board of Directors. Hastings
College of the Law is a sort of illegitimate child of the University of
California. While every other UC
school is governed by a board of regents which is designed to represent
all segments of the public, including
minorities, women, students and faculty, Hastings is governed by its own
board of directors. This board is
designed to represent not the public,
but rather the most conservative elements of the legal profession. The
impact of this structure on Hastings
students was dramatically illustrated
recently when the board blocked the
student-supported plan for funding of
the Public Interest Research Group.
A continuation of this undemocratic governing structure must not
be tolerated. Next year's ASH government must make a firm commitment
to bring about change through either
legislation or litigation. Either
governance of Hastings must be transferred to the board of regents, or
the Hastings board of directors must
be restructured to provide representation comparable to that of the regents.
On a more immediate level, student input at the quarterly board
meetings has been non-existent. ASH
officers have not attended the meetings, and the administration has
failed to provide notice of the meet-ings to students. Even under the
existing governing structure, there
is no excuse for such failures. The
ASH president or his or her designated representative should attend all
board meetings, and make sure that
the student body receives advance
notice of them.
Student Rights. A decade ago a
man named Jerry Farber wrote a pro-
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vocative book called The Student As
Nigger. While other colleges across
the nation have instituted formalized
procedures for protecting student
rights, the student is still nigger
at Hastings. ASH must place high
priority on changing this situation.
A student bill of rights should be
promulgated. A grievance procedure
should be created, providing appellate review of faculty and ｡､ｭｩｮｳｴｲｾ＠
tive decisions by a board made up of
faculty, student and administrative
representatives. The position of ombudsman or student advocate should be
created. I helped institute all of
these things at a college fn the middle of Orange County. If it can be
done there, it can be done here.
The foregoing suggestions are by
no means exhaustive. They merely reflect one student's informed opinion
on some of the concerns that should
command the attention of the people
we are about to elect. One further
observation that needs to be made is .
that in order to do a good job, an
officer must be willing and able to
make a substantial time commitment.
Paul Wilcox estimates that the ASH
president needs to spend a minimum
of 15 hours per week on the job. My
belief is that substantially more
time would be required to effectively
meet the needs of the student body.
In the end, student government
is only as effective as students demand. Recently we have demanded little. This time, demand a lot.

solely on religious freedom, but also
on the broader based freedom of
choice whether founded on religious
belief or otherwise. fl9
The United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit held
in 1971, that forcing medication on
a Christian Scientist over her objec-.
tions, based on religious grounds,
violated her constitutional rights
under the federal civil rights statutes. lO The court approved the Illinois (rather than the New Jersey)
decision. This Illinois decision was
also "persuasive" to Federal District
Judge Herbert L. Will, of Chicago, in
a 1972 case in which he held that the
patient's federal civil rights had
been violated. 11 The patient had refused a blood transfusion on religious grounds. After he became unconscious the hospital got a state
court authorization for the transfusion.
To many people there are values
more precious than life. We need
only recall Joan of Arc at the stake
and the Christian martyrs facing the
lions in the Colosseum. Another example is found in Dickens' Tale of
Two Cities in which Sydney Carton,
when he is to be guillotined says,
"It is a far, far better thing that
I do than I have ever done." He died
to save Charles Darnay. It was an
act of supreme nobility.
In the Georgetown University
Hospital case, in 1964, Judge Warren
E. Burger (now Chief Justice of the
United States) speaking for three
members of his court of appeals,
thought that his Brother Wright had
no judicial power to order the blood
transfusion. He said: "But we should
heed Cardozo's counsel of restraint
and reconcile ourselves to the idea
that there are myriads of problems
and troubles which judges are powerless to solve: and this is as it
should be. Some matters of essentially private concern and others of
enormous public concern, are beyond
the reach of judges."12
Judicial robes do not cloak
judges with the omniscience or omnipotence of God. When a judge is
tempted to think otherwise he will
do well to read and ponder the words
quoted above by the present Chief
Justice of the United States.

RIGHT TO DIE Continued
accept medical treatment forbidden by
her religious principles, and previously refusetl by her with full
knowledge of the probable consequences. In the final analysis, what has
happened here involves a judicial
attempt to decide what course of action is best for a particular individual, notwithstanding that individual's contrary views based on religious convictions. Such action can
not be constitutionally countenanced':5
But in 1971 the Supreme Court of
New Jersey, speaking by Chief Justice
Joseph Weintraub, unanimously held
that "there is no constitutional right
to choose to die."6 He added that
when the hospitals' interests "are
Footnotes
pitted against the belief of the patient, we think it reasonable to re1. Erickson v. Dilgard (1962) 44
solve the problem by permitting the
Misc. 2d 47, 252 N.Y.S.2d 705, 706
hospital and its staff to pursue their
2. Application of President of
functions according to their protesGeorgetown College (CA, D.C.-1964)
sional standards. The solution sides
331 F.2d 1000, 1007.
with life, the conservation of which
is, we think, a matter of state
3. Id., 331 F.2d 1010.
interest. ,,7
This is "Big Brother knows best"
4. U.S. v. George (D.C. Conn.- 1965)
with a vengeance. It appears to give
239 F. Supp. 752.
a hospital medical staff ｣｡ｲｴ･ｾｮｨ＠
to ignore a competent adult patient's
5. Estate of Brooks (1965) 32 Ill.2d
violent protests and perform any med361, 205 N.E.2d 435, 442.
ical procedure on the patient which
it believes is necessary to save his
6. John F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
life. Yet the fundamental American
v. Heston (1971) 58 N.J. 576, 279
tort law is that any unpermitted inA.2d 670, 672.
tentional medical invasion of a competent adult patient's bodily integ7. 279 A.2d at 673.
rity is the tort of "battery."
In 1972 the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals refused to follow
8. In re Osborne (1972) 294 A.2d 372,
375 note 5.
the New Jersey decision and said:
"The notion that the individual exists for the good of the state is, of
9. Id. at p. 376.
course, quite antithetical to our
fundamental thesis that the role of
10. Winters v. Miller (CA2 - 1971)
446 F.2d 65.
the state is to ensure a maximum of
individual freedom of choice and con11. Holmes v. Silver Cross Hospital
duct."8 Judge J. Walter Yeagley, in
his concurring opinion. emphasized
(D.C. Ill. - 1972) 340 F. Supp.
125, 130.
that the decision refusing to order
a blood transfusion is not "based
12. 331 F.2d at 1017-18.
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NEW CAMPUS Continued
d
vetoe the bill. Two years later the
Governor changed his mind and agreed
to support a second Hastings campus
but this time the bill was blocked by
San Diego legislators who questioned
the need for a fourth law school in
San Diego.
(There are presently
three private law schools of which
Cal Western has the best reputation.)
By late 1974 the prospects were
dim in view of the opposition of the
San Diego delegation. But then suddenly United States International
University, the financially troubled
educational conglomerate which owns
Cal Western, approached Hastings and
offered to sell us their school.
This was quickly seized upon by Hastings alumni in San Diego and resulted in Assemblyman Kapiloff's new
bill to provide Hastings with funds
to acquire Cal Western.
This new approach promised to
be more favorably received because
instead of setting up a fourth law
school in San Diego Hastings would
be assuming the duties of one of the
three existing law schools in the
area. Nevertheless, this new bill
is given only a 50-50 chance of success because of a new roadblock--Governor Brown's opposition to any
new capital expenditures by the UC.
While Dean Anderson steadfastly
denies that Hastings has ever coveted
the idea of having a second campus
and that the Board of Directors is
. merely responding to what it feels is
a call to its "public duty" by the
alumni, the San Diego community and
the legislature, one wonders whether
this proposal is not in fact viewed
by the administration as an opportunity to p'ull an end-sweep around
Berkeley in the quest for dominance
among California law schools, and if
so whether dominance is viewed in
terms of total student body size--bigness for the sake of bigness (Hastings: the General Motors of Western
Law Schools).
Alternatively, there are a number of reasons why the legislature
would like Hastings to run the new
school. First is their high regard
for Hastings cost-conscious administration. Second is the savings that
would accrue from having Hastings SF
administration run the San Diego campus with a bare-bones staff in San
Diego to carry out their instructions,
rather than creating an entirely ｳ･ｰｾ＠
rate law school under the aegis of
UCSD.
Third is the legislature's
desire to make San Diego a civic center type law school thereby avoiding
the great expense of constructing
dormitories, and no one else has
Hastings' expertise in running such
a school.
While one can make a convincing
argument for a new public law school
in San Diego (there is no legal education available in San Diego for
those who cannot afford abou.t $2000
a year in tuition at one of the three
private schools) the basic question
to be considered by the student body
at Hastings is whether our school
would benefit from such an undertaking. Some students have expressed
concern for example, that it will
take three to five years before the
student body at Cal Western, although
presently of fairly high quality, to
match the caliber of Hastings SF
graduates and yet they would also
have a Hastings diploma and would be
competing with Hastings SF students
for available legal positions. In
addition, it is also possible that
for three to five years Hastings'
reputation in the state might be ､ｩｬｾ＠

ＭＺｾＱ＠

!:»
ted rather than enhanced. However
the administration believes that ｡ｾｹ＠
such drawbacks would be more than
offset by stature Hastings would gain
as a two-campus law school.
Another possible problem is the
survivability of a two-campus school.
The only other time this type of
arrangement was tried--the operation
of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo/Cal Poly
Pomona as one inter-related unit-the.schools ultimately decided to go
the1r separate ways. Should this
happen to Hastings SF after we had
invested perhaps 10 years of effort
into upgrading the San Diego campus
ｾｯ＠
the status of a co-equal we would
1n essence have lent our name and talent for the lean years and been denied
the ultimate benefits that would flow
from our combined reputation. Of
course we could always be consoled by
the knowledge that we had done our
" public duty" in helping San Diego
create a good law school.
Indeed, forces are already at
work to dilute Hastings control of
the San Diego campus. A number of
San Diego assemblymen have suggested
that the San Diego campus should have
its own board of directors. Fortunately, the Hastings administration
realizes that this would amount to
nothing more than the loan of our
name to the new school and therefore
will strongly resist taking responsibility for the new school on such
terms. More likely, Hastings present
Board of Directors would be enlarged
to provide representation for the San
Diego campus.
Finally, a very important question is whether the legislature after
giving Hastings $2.5 million to buy
Cal Western would be amenable to
granting Hastings the additional millions it needs for the new block-long
project across the street. The administration believes that the San
Diego acquisition would have no effect on the SF project because the
legislature recognizes that the San
Diego campus is a separate issue, and
that a law school is needed there,
whether or not Hastings is selected
to operate it, and informed sources
believe that if ｾｮｹｴｨｩｧＬ＠
Hastings
might have a better chance to get
financing for the SF project because
it would have the combined strength
of the SF and San Diego communities
behind it.
Nevertheless, the fact remains
that the $2.5 million earmarked for
acquisition of Cal Western will only
buy the books, equipment and faculty
contracts from USIU and while Hastings
plans to rent a building to house the
school for the near future, it must
eventually also seek funding for a
permanent building in San Diego which
together with the SF project could
easily exceed $10 million. Indeed
it is interesting that the $2.5 million selling price has been billed
as a "steal" by some San Diego legislators when in fact it does not even
buy the old Cal Western Law School

｢ｵｩｬ､ｮｧｾ＠

These are but a few of the many
issues involved in the proposed acquisition and we would enjoy hearing
your views before the legislature
makes a final determination in the
next few months.

ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS
An environmental "Bill of Rights"
which grants citizens the right to
file suit to stop projects that may
damage the environment has been unanimouly upheld by the Michigan Supreme Court.
In its 13-page decision, the
state's high court held that the
precedent-setting 1970 Environmental
Protection Act goes beyond merely
giving power to citizens to bar environmentally-destructive projects,
but .also "imposes a duty" on public
officials to "prevent or minimize
degradation of the environment which
is caused or is likely to be caused
by their activities."
The decision came in a suit filed
by 56 landowners near Scottville,
Mich., on the northwest lower peninsula near Lake Michigan. They were
opposed to a $213,000 plan that
would turn meandering Black Creek
into a deep, fast-flowing ditch to
prevent the flooding each spring of
about 100 acres of crop land owned
by two farmers.
'I'he plaintiffs, who represent
70 percent of the landowners assessed
to finance the project, argued that
the project would lower the water
table in the area and therefore damage wetlands. The plan called for
piling hundreds of cubic yards of
mud from the creek bottom on its
banks in piles 24 to 30 feet wide .
The Supreme Court ruled that
once plaintiffs in a lawsuit brought
under the act had showed that a project would harm the environment or
was likely to do so, the project
could not proceed unless the public
interest compelled it and there was
no "feasible and prudent ｡ｬｴ･ｲｮｩｶｾＧ＠
In addition, the Supreme Court said
that judges must issue detailed
findings of fact in deciding such
cases.
Joseph Sax, professor of environmental law at the University of
Michigan and author of the act, said
that the decision "creates a kind of
environmental "Bill of Rights" that
is now imposed on every official of
every public agency" in Michigan.
The Michigan law is broader in
scope than the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA). Under NEPA,
citizen suits are allowed only to
compel writing of an environmental
impact statement on a project, not
to bar a project as the Michigan
statute provides.
The act has served as a model
for similar laws adopted in 7 other
states: Connecticut, Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
Jersey, and South Dakota.

-
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CLIENT
COUNSELING
COMPETITION
On Saturday, March 15, 1975,
Hastings was the Host School for the
Ninth Circuit, Client Counseling Competition sponsored by the Law Student
Division of the American Bar Association.
There were ten schools participating in this year's competition.
They were: Wilamette, Oregon, Golden
Gate, Hastings, McGeorge, Southwestern, California-Western, University
of Southern California, University of
San Diego, and Santa Clara. Southwestern's team won the final and will
represent the Ninth Circuit at the
National Competition to be held on
AprilS, 1975 at Notre Dame.
This year's theme was ｰｲｯｦ･ｳｩｾ＠
al responsibility. The problem was
essentially that your "client" had
already retained an attorney for a
certain matter. This "client" had
also made some investments with this
lawyer and was now totally dissatisfied with his counsel. He wants you
to intervene somehow. Each team (two
students) received a memo ten days in
advance of the competition. This memo was such as a secretary might
leave after a brief phone call from
the client. The teams then had ten
days to research the various areas
that the memo implied would be discussed during the actual interview.
This year due to the number of
schools participating, there was a
morning run-off in the form of three
simultaneous semi-finals. The winners of these, Southwestern, USC and
Santa Clara progressed to the afternoon final.
Hastings was ably represented by
Mark Oring and George Hernandez.
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They finished a close second in their
semi-final on a split decision by the
judges. They were assisted in their
preparations by Professor Howard
Downs.
The participants of the competition were treated to the presence of
both USC Prof. Louis Brown and Professor Jack Bonanno of Hastings. It
was just a few short years ago that
the first Client Counseling Competition occurred with only two teams:
USC and University of San Francisco
(where Professor Bonanno was at that
time). Nation-wide participation
soared to eighty-nine schools this
year. It should be added that Professor Bonanno was most instrumental
in securing all the necessary judges
(nine) and "clients" (four) for the
Regional Competition.
There are now plans in the offing to firmly establish the Client
Counseling Competition at Hastings.
Next year the Law Student Division
will be holding a school-wide competition to determine who will represent Hastings in 1976.

SZASZ JAZZ
------

Mental Illness
. . Doubt is to certainty as ｮ･ｵｲｯｾ＠
ｾｬｓ＠
1S to psychosis. The neurotic is
1n ､ｯｵｾｴ＠
and has fears about persons
and th1ngs; the psychotic has convictions and makes claims about them:
In short, the neurotic has problems.
the psychotic has solutions.
'
-Thomas SzaszPerversion:
Sexual practice disapproved by
the speaker.
-Thomas·Szasz_
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TRIJTH

When you have eliminated the
impossible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be
the truth.
-Sherlock HolmesThe truth is silly putty.
-Paul KrassnerIf you experience it, it's the
truth.
The same thing believed is a
lie.

-Werner ErhardIt's a bit hard to bullshit the
ocean.
It's not listening,
you know what I mean.
-David CrosbyThe truth is what is;
what
should be is a dirty lie.
-Lenny BruceNo matter which way you turn,
you have your rump behind
you, that's the truth.
-Jons, in Ingmar Bergman's The Seventh Seal-

